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Abstract: It is challenging to obtain the ice phenology for a lake covered with a vast area of aquatic (shallow lake wetlands) using optical satellite data because possible clouds above the lake could contaminate the result. We developed a new method to tackle this challenge. Our target was Wuliangsu Lake, a large (330 km$^2$) and shallow (1.6 m average depth) lake wetland in the Inner Mongolia Plateau. We used Landsat and Sentinel-2 imageries to extract the lake water boundary. The MOD09GQ/MYD09GQ dataset, having the highest spatial resolution among MODIS reflectivity products, was first selected to differentiate water and ice pixels. Then, we used the reflectivity state parameters containing cloud information in the dataset to filter out the cloud pixels. The ice phenology characteristics, such as freeze-up, break-up dates, and ice cover duration (ICD) between 2013 and 2022 were obtained. We further applied the air temperature correction technique to remove the outliers. The average of ICD in Wuliangsu Lake was about 127 ± 6 days. The freeze-up start and break-up end occurred on 17 November ± 5 days and 25 March ± 4 days, respectively. The remote sensing results agree well with the field observation, with a mean absolute error of 2 days. The algorithm can effectively remove the influence of aquatic plants and clouds on lake ice identification, thereby satisfying the needs of daily monitoring and ice phenology research in the lake wetlands.
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1. Introduction

As a critical ecosystem in the world, the lake wetlands are uniquely crucial to water supply, water purification, water storage, biodiversity maintenance, and local climate adaptation. Lakes are essential to ensuring global water ecological security patterns [1,2]. Compared with tropical regions, lakes in middle and high latitudes freeze in winter. Ice serves as a critical medium for the mass and energy exchange between air and water, further maintaining the local climate and environmental stability [3,4]. Especially in arid regions, ice-covered period lakes affect local ecological and economic development and impact human activities. For example, lake freezing reduces evaporation from lakes, limits greenhouse gas production in the water bodies due to biological and chemical processes, and increases recreational activities (such as ice skating and winter swimming) [5–7]. Ice phenology studies in China are relatively rare and mainly focused on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau compared to the abundant publications on boreal lakes [8,9]. While few studies on lake wetlands in the Inner Mongolia Plateau exist, they are entirely different from most of the aforementioned areas. Taking Wuliangsu Lake as an example, it has extensive aquatic plants, characteristic of a shallow lake. High incident solar radiation and low precipitation make the lake more sensitive to climate fluctuations, further affecting the ice phenology characteristics (such as ice cover duration, freeze-up start, and break-up end dates). These ice phenology data are good indicators of local climate change and can be widely employed in various climate studies [10,11].
Accurate records of lake ice phenology are essential to better understanding the relationship between climate change and the local environment. Field observations provide a certain amount of ice phenology data but have many limitations due to objective factors, such as logistical support difficulties and poor temporal continuity. In contrast, satellite remote sensing can cover much broader spatial and temporal ranges; therefore, it is used in lake ice phenology studies [12,13].

Active microwave sensors provide high spatial resolution (20–100 m). However, their lower temporal resolution (>3 days) limits their ability to monitor surface cover types of variations of lakes. For some shallow lakes with a short opening/closing period of ice cover, many errors would be introduced when extracting ice phenology dates [14]. Similarly, passive microwave sensors are characterized by high temporal resolution (mostly twice a day or better). Still, their lower spatial resolution (2–25 km) is only adapted to detecting large water bodies [15–17]. During pixels classification, significant errors also exist in investigating wetlands with narrow lake shoreline shapes and lush aquatic plants. In contrast, optical sensors, such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), are available for daily monitoring of surface cover types of lake wetland with temporal resolution (1–8 days) and spatial resolution (250–1000 m). MODIS surface reflectance products have been used to characterize lake ice phenology in harsh environments such as the Arctic and the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau [18–20]. Elsewhere, Williamson et al. [21] combined Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 optical imageries to calculate the area, depth, and volume of supraglacial lakes in Greenland, and identified lakes that drain rapidly (≤4 days) using an automated algorithm. In addition, MODIS daily temperature products, and MODIS surface reflectance products combined with random forests have similarly demonstrated robust accuracy in lake ice phenology studies [22,23].

Although optical sensors have been successfully used to study lake evolution, their application in lake wetland ice phenology is still complicated. For example, determining the lake wetland boundary is the first difficulty because there are plenty of reeds and other aquatic plants on the lake water boundary. Although lake boundaries from databases such as HydroLAKES [24] have been widely used [13,25], it is cumbersome to manually distinguish them one by one due to the large data. Moreover, there is a significant interannual variation in the growth of reeds. A fixed lake water boundary would cause errors in the statistics of lake water areas, thereby increasing the uncertainty of pixel classification. Usually, the opening/closing period of ice cover is transient, and more pixel classification errors would miss capturing ice phenology dates. Therefore, to obtain accurate ice phenology in the wetland of a shallow lake, the influence of aquatic plants must be removed before accurately identifying the water/ice extent.

Moreover, clouds inevitably affect optical sensors, leading to the misjudgment of lake surface cover types. Tai et al. [26] used MODIS and Landsat products to calculate the ice phenology of Lake Selincuo over the past 20 years. The impact of clouds was removed by visual interpretation and culling of cloud-covered pixels, which would lose some of the pixels, leading to errors in the extracted ice phenology data.

To solve the existing problems in studying lake wetland ice phenology, this paper proposes a new algorithm. First of all, Landsat and Sentinel-2 products are used to separate the extent of aquatic plants, thus accurately extracting the lake water boundary. Secondly, we used the dynamic threshold method to cyclically extract water and ice pixels from the MODIS reflectance product to determine the optimal threshold that distinguishes water and ice. Thirdly, we combined four MODIS datasets to remove and re-fill cloud pixels. Finally, we removed outliers in the time series of water/ice coverage through air temperature correction. Wuliangsu Lake of Inner Mongolia was taken as an example in this study, the algorithm’s reliability was verified by comparison with field observations for future studies on the interaction between lake wetlands and the atmosphere, and the variations and trends of ice phenology in the Wuliangsu Lake were obtained according to the algorithm for the last ten years.
2. Study Area and Data

2.1. Study Area

Wuliangsu Lake (40°46′–41°7′ N, 108°41′–108°8′ E), located in Bayannur City, Inner Mongolia, China (Figure 1), is one of the eight major freshwater lakes in China. It is the largest lake wetland in the world at the same latitude. The lake has an elevation, total area, and water area of about 1018 m, 330 km², and 130 km², respectively. The water depth is 1.2–2.7 m, averaging 1.6 m. Wuliangsu Lake is a semi-dry and humid mid-temperate climate region, with an annual mean air temperature of 7.5 °C and relative humidity of 49.5% [27,28]. The ice-covered period usually lasts from mid-to-late November to late March. It is a lake of interest to climate and ecological researchers because of its typical shallow lake characteristics, lush aquatic plants, nearly 200 species of birds, and over 20 species of fish thriving there [27,29,30]. However, there is still a lack of long-term interannual variations in lake ice phenology, and this paper focuses on ice phenology from 2013 to 2022. As with Cai et al. [20], the range of each year is defined from 1 August to 30 July. For example, 2021 denotes 1 August 2020–30 July 2021.

Figure 1. Location of the Wuliangsu Lake (the image on the right is the Sentinel-2’s imagery on 2 November 2020, the outer lake boundary contains lake water and extensive aquatic plants).

2.2. Optical Satellite Data

2.2.1. MODIS Data

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) carried the same MODIS sensor in the Terra and Aqua satellites launched on 18 December 1999 and 4 March 2002, respectively. The Terra and Aqua satellites crossed the equator at 10:30 am and 1:30 pm local time, respectively, resulting in different satellite altitude angles, relative azimuths, and cloudiness. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration Land Surface Distributed Data Center (https://ladsweb.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/) (accessed on 6 May 2022) provides 2013–2022 reflectance products for the h26v04 region, which contains the complete Wuliangsu Lake. Downloaded HDF files were converted to a WGS84 geographic coordinate system and visualized in GEOTIF format. In the MODIS product, the MOD09GQ and MYD09GQ datasets provide information in the red band with 250 m spatial resolution, while the MOD09GA and MYD09GA datasets provide cloud information in the state assessment state_1km_1 parameter.
The MOD09GQ dataset was chosen because it has the highest spatial resolution among all MODIS reflectivity products, satisfying the requirements of dealing with the abundant reeds in Wuliangsu Lake and the long and narrow shape of the lake. Secondly, the temporal resolution of 1 day can satisfy the daily calculation of water/ice coverage and significantly improve variation continuity in lake surface cover types if the MYD09GQ dataset is combined to make up the vacant data. Finally, the classification by threshold of the red band in the MOD09GQ dataset can accurately extract the water/ice extent of the lake wetland.

2.2.2. Landsat and Sentinel-2 Data

To obtain the accurate lake water boundary and water/ice area, optical satellite products with higher spatial resolution than MODIS products are required. In total, 279 Landsat-7, Landsat-8, and Sentinel-2 optical imageries were downloaded during 2013–2022, and each imagery was screened individually to ensure no or minimal cloud (≤30%). The spatial resolutions of Landsat and Sentinel-2 imageries were 30 m and 10 m, respectively. In addition, the onboard scan line corrector of Landsat-7 failed on May 31, 2003, resulting in missing data strips in subsequent images. Mask function and statistics function are used to make up for missing values through ArcGIS.

2.3. Meteorological Data

To accurately match the meteorological data of the ice-covered period, we selected the meteorological station data from the Dataset of Daily Climate Data from Chinese Surface Stations for Global Exchange. The data were released by the National Meteorological Information Center (NMIC) of the China Meteorological Administration (CMA) (http://data.cma.cn (accessed on 6 May 2022)). Four proximate meteorological stations measured these data at Baotou, Dongsheng, Linhe, and Urad Middle Banner (Figure 1). The daily mean, maximum, and minimum air temperatures of Wuliangsu Lake were obtained using the daily meteorological data according to the inverse distance weighted method. To verify the calculation, field observations from 2016 to 2018 were employed [27], using a PTWD sensor with a −40–80 °C measurement range and a ±0.04 °C precision. Furthermore, the comparison between them (Figure 2) shows that the mean absolute error (MAE) was 0.93°C, and the correlation coefficient (R) equaled = 0.98 for the daily mean air temperature. It indicates that the data can represent the natural meteorological conditions in Wuliangsu Lake.

![Figure 2. Comparison of daily mean air temperature between meteorological stations and field observations from 2016 to 2018. (MAE is the mean absolute error, R is the correlation coefficient).](image)

### 3. Methods

3.1. Lake Ice Phenology Extraction

The algorithm for obtaining the lake wetland ice phenology can be divided into five steps (Figure 3). Step 1: The lake water boundary in Landsat and Sentinel-2 imageries are
extracted. Step 2: The water/ice pixels within the lakes observed in MODIS, Landsat, and Sentinel-2 imageries are extracted. Step 3: The extracted results of MODIS products are processed to fill the cloud-covered pixels. Step 4: MODIS imagery classification results are compared with those of Landsat and Sentinel-2, with a higher spatial resolution to determine the optimal threshold for distinguishing water/ice pixels. Step 5: The ice phenology data are obtained from the time series of cloud/water/ice coverage after air temperature correction.

Figure 3. Algorithm flow chart.

3.1.1. Extraction of Lake Water Boundary

Considering the interannual variation in aquatic plant extent, the lake water boundaries must be extracted for each year based on Landsat and Sentinel-2 imageries. We employed the Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) formula proposed by McFeeters [31]. It takes advantage of the fact that soil and vegetation usually have high near-infrared (NIR) reflectance, strongly absorbed by water. The green band improves the reflectance of water and can meet the need to distinguish reeds from water bodies.

Using Equation (1):

$$NDWI = \frac{Band_2 - Band_4}{Band_2 + Band_4}$$

where Band 2 and Band 4 represent the reflectance of the green and NIR bands, respectively, in Landsat and Sentinel-2 products; the NDWI values range from −1 to 1; and a positive value represents a lake water extent that should be checked visually to minimize the influence of lakeshore pixels on water/ice discrimination. A comparison of the lake water boundary between the HydroLAKES dataset and the result of Equation (1) is shown in Figure 4. We observed that Equation (1) could effectively annul the influence of wetland aquatic plants on the lake water boundary and validly retain the valuable pixels in the lake water with higher accuracy. In contrast, the lake water boundary of the HydroLAKES dataset contains many aquatic plants. It is also less accurate at the intersection with land, leading to incorrect pixel statistics.
3.1.2. Extraction of Water and Ice Pixels

First of all, within the boundary of lake water, the single-band threshold was employed to extract water/ice pixels. Meanwhile, the reflectance band quality parameter QC_250M_1 in the MOD09GQ dataset can eliminate error pixels and categorize them into clouds, which can effectively use the information in the MOD09GQ dataset and ensure the accuracy of the threshold. The formula is as follows:

\[
\text{Pixels} = \begin{cases} 
\text{ice}, & \text{Band 1} > a \\
\text{water}, & \text{Band 1} < a 
\end{cases}
\]  

(2)

where Band 1 represents the reflectance of the red band in the MOD09GQ dataset and \( a \) represents the threshold to distinguish between water and ice.

Then, we employed the Normalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI) formula for Landsat and Sentinel-2 products [32]. The formula is as follows:

\[
\text{NDSI} = \frac{\text{Band 2} - \text{Band 5}}{\text{Band 2} + \text{Band 5}}
\]  

(3)

where Band 2 and Band 5 represent the reflectance of the green and shortwave infrared bands, respectively, in Landsat and Sentinel-2 products. NDSI of \( = 0.4 \) was selected as the threshold [20]. The vector boundary of water/ice was extracted with manual visual judgment, and the water/ice coverage in Landsat/Sentinel-2 imageries could be calculated.

Finally, the dynamic threshold method was employed to constantly modify the threshold \( a \) to change the water/ice classification results of the MOD09GQ dataset, and compared with the water/ice coverage area of Landsat and Sentinel-2 products with high spatial resolution to find the optimal threshold \( a \).

3.1.3. Cloud Removal by Gap Filling

It is crucial to remove cloud pixels, which always affect optical imageries. The reflectivity band state parameter state_1 km_1 of MOD09GA and MYD09GA datasets, a 16-bit binary data with a spatial resolution of 1 km, was employed here. To retain the valuable pixels in the water bodies as much as possible, the cloud mixed and cloud shadow pixels...
were not considered in this paper. The specific method is similar to that of Zhang et al. [13]. The state_1km_1 value was first interpolated into a 250 m resolution image. Then, the cloud pixel was extracted by coding to synthesize a mask used to remove the cloud pixels in the daily corresponding Band 1 image. Zhang et al. [13] verified the method with 296 lakes, achieving excellent results. However, the method only removed the cloud pixels and did not fill the gaps under the removed clouds, thereby losing some relevant information such as extracting ice phenology. Therefore, a further filling process, i.e., cloud-covered pixel filling, was performed after cloud identification.

To improve the cloud gap filling accuracy, MOD09GQ from Terra satellite and MYD09GQ from the Aqua satellite were combined. For the same day, if the two satellite products were different in pixel classifications, the results of the Aqua satellite were reliable. The comparison with Landsat and Sentinel-2 products showed that the accuracy of Aqua was 71.4%, higher than 28.6% of Terra. The first step to fill the gaps (S1 in Figure 3) is shown in Equation (4), where \( P \) denotes pixels and output is the pixel type (water/ice) of the output satellite. It is divided into two cases: (1) if Aqua data are identified as water (ice) at \( A \) pixel, \( A \) pixel is defined as water (ice); (2) if Aqua data are identified as cloud at \( A \) pixel and Terra satellite is identified as water (ice) at \( A \) pixel, \( A \) pixel is defined as water (ice).

\[
P_{(A, \text{output})} = \begin{cases} 
\text{water/ice, if } P_{(A, \text{Aqua})} = \text{water/ice} \\
\text{water/ice, if } P_{(A, \text{Aqua})} = \text{cloud AND } P_{(A, \text{Terra})} = \text{water/ice}
\end{cases}
\]  

Equation (4) can fill some but not all the cloud pixels’ gaps because the MOD09GQ and MYD09GQ datasets have missing values. Therefore, the second step uses the temporal continuity principle (S2 in Figure 3) to associate the type of \( A \) pixel on day \( t \) with the same pixel on days \( t - 1 \) and \( t + 1 \) [33]. The detail is if the \( A \) pixel on day \( t \) is a cloud pixel and is discriminated as water (ice) on days \( t - 1 \) and \( t + 1 \), then the pixel on day \( t \) is defined as water (ice). The formula is as follows:

\[
P_{(A, t)} = \text{water/ice, if } P_{(A, t-1)} = P_{(A, t+1)} = \text{water/ice}
\]  

Some cloud pixels that exist after applying Equation (5) are further calculated based on the five days of temporal continuity [33] (S3 in Figure 3). As shown in Equation (6), there are two cases: (1) if the \( A \) pixel is cloud on days \( t - 1 \) and \( t \), and is water (ice) on days \( t - 2 \) and \( t + 1 \), then the \( A \) pixel is defined as water (ice) on days \( t - 1 \) and \( t \); (2) if the \( A \) pixel is cloud on days \( t \) and \( t + 1 \), and is water (ice) on days \( t - 1 \) and \( t + 2 \), then the \( A \) pixel is defined as water (ice) on days \( t \) and \( t + 1 \).

\[
\begin{cases} 
P_{(A, t)} = P_{(A, t-1)} = \text{water/ice, if } P_{(A, t-2)} = P_{(A, t+1)} = \text{water/ice} \\
P_{(A, t)} = P_{(A, t+1)} = \text{water/ice, if } P_{(A, t+2)} = P_{(A, t-1)} = \text{water/ice}
\end{cases}
\]

3.1.4. Air Temperature Calibration

Once pixel types within the lake water boundary are defined, the number of water/ice pixels can be counted. The variations in the water/ice coverage can be obtained by analyzing the time series of satellite data. However, there are still some uncertain pixels despite the reduction of most of the cloud pixels. In addition, thin ice and mixed pixels on the lakeshore are unstable factors to distinguish between water/ice pixels. Therefore, air temperature removes outliers in the time series of water/ice coverage [13]. The basic principle is that the ice coverage on day \( t \) \( (I(t)) \) in the lake should not decrease when the mean air temperature on day \( t \) \( (T(t)) \) decreases, and \( I(t) \) should not increase when \( T(t) \) increases. However, the mean air temperature of a particular day cannot be chosen because it is not representative, rather it fluctuates frequently and greatly. Therefore, the mean air temperature within several days (2–50 days) before day \( t \) was calculated, and the highest correlation coefficient \((-0.83)\) was found between the mean air temperature within 30 days before day \( t \) \( (T_{(t,30d)}) \).
and \( I(t) \). Hence, \( T_{(t,30m)} \) was used as a dynamic air temperature correction to compare with the \( T(t) \) on day \( t \), and then \( I(t) \) can be corrected according to the following equation:

\[
\begin{cases}
I(t) = I(t-1), & \text{if } T(t) < T_{(t,30m)} \text{ AND } I(t) < I(t-1)
\end{cases}
\]

After correcting \( I(t) \), the water coverage can be determined by \( W(t) = 1 - I(t) - C(t) \), where \( C(t) \) is the cloud coverage on day \( t \). To preserve the original pixel type as much as possible, Equation (7) was corrected only for the \( I(t) \) from November to March.

### 3.1.5. Extraction of Lake Ice Phenology

The \( I(t) \) during the ice-covered period is usually close to 1. The cloud pixels and mixed pixels also cause large fluctuations in \( I(t) \), which further affect the accuracy of the automatic extraction of ice phenology. Therefore, unlike a previous study [34] that used \( I(t) \) as the criterion, this paper used the \( W(t) \) to judge ice phenological dates. As shown in Equation (8), the freeze-up start (FUS) and freeze-up end (FUE) are defined as the date when \( W(t) \) first fell below 0.8 and 0.2 [35], respectively. Correspondingly, the break-up start (BUS) and break-up end (BUE) are defined as the date when \( W(t) \) was again above 0.2 and 0.8, respectively. Four periods can be calculated based on the four ice phenology dates. The freezing-up duration (FUD) is the duration process of reducing the \( W(t) \) in the lake (FUE–FUS). Corresponding to FUD, we chose BUE-BUS to calculate the break-up duration (BUD), while the ice cover duration (ICD) equaled BUE-FUS. The complete freezing duration (CFD) [36] is the period the lake surface is completely frozen; it equals BUS-FUE. In addition, to avoid errors in the automatic extraction results from less-than-ideal quality pixels during the ice-free period, Equation (8) discriminates these dates as \( T(t) \) drops to 0 °C each year.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{FUS} &= \text{Min}(t), \quad \text{if } W(t) < 0.8 \\
\text{FUE} &= \text{Min}(t), \quad \text{if } W(t) < 0.2 \\
\text{BUS} &= \text{Max}(t), \quad \text{if } W(t) > 0.2 \\
\text{BUE} &= \text{Max}(t), \quad \text{if } W(t) > 0.8
\end{align*}
\]

### 3.2. Statistical Analysis

The linear regression was used to analyze the trends in the eight ice phenology characteristics of Wuliangsu Lake. Their trends were established for each characteristic. In addition, the mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and correlation coefficient (R) were calculated for comparisons of ice phenology dates for Wuliangsu Lake derived from filed observations and MODIS products.

### 4. Results

#### 4.1. Determining the Optimal Threshold

The threshold was set at 0.09–0.17 with a 0.01 interval (Section 3.1.2). The water/ice pixels in the MODIS products were extracted cyclically according to the dynamic threshold and single-band threshold methods. The classification results were transformed into water/ice coverage and compared with those of selected Landsat and Sentinel-2 imageries in the freezing/thawing period. The results show that the error was smallest when the threshold \( a \) was 0.13 (Figure 5), at which the \( \text{MAE} = 5.84\% \) and \( R = 0.98 \).
This three-step cloud removal process reduced the cloud coverage during the study period after implementing S1 cloud removal. It is partly because the original $\overline{C}(t)$ before the cloud removal process was higher in the study period (41.30% and 52.01%). In addition, some data were missing for the Terra satellite in the 2016 h26v04 region which affected the calculation of the complete time series. Although the S1 cloud removal result indirectly affected those of S2, S2 was still the most effective step among the cloud removal processes, achieving 75.82% cloud removals. After the complete cloud removal process, the lowest $\overline{C}(t)$ was 2.95% in 2020, 8% lower in most years, reduced again by 83.47%. Finally, $\overline{C}(t)$ reduced to 4.39%, according to the temporal continuity method in five days (S3 in Figure 3). This three-step cloud removal process reduced the $\overline{C}(t)$ by a total of 91.16%, which largely minimized the impact of clouds on water/ice classification results. It is noteworthy that the $C(t)$ was still greater than 0.2 for several consecutive days after the complete cloud removal process (underlined box of Figure 6). The reason is that the calculation based on temporal continuity was needed in filling cloud-covered pixels for S2 and S3. Still, a higher $C(t)$ for many consecutive days after S1 processing indirectly affected the cloud removal effect of S2 and S3. Therefore, if Aqua and Terra satellites are cloud-covered in the same area for many consecutive days, it would be difficult to remove the cloud and fill the area with natural surface categories.

Table 1 summarises the cloud coverage of Wuliangsu Lake using MODIS data from October to next April between 2013 and 2022. We observed that 2016 had the highest cloud coverage during the study period after implementing S1 cloud removal. It is partly because the original $\overline{C}(t)$ before the cloud removal process was higher in the study period (41.30% and 52.01%). In addition, some data were missing for the Terra satellite in the 2016 h26v04 region which affected the calculation of the complete time series. Although the S1 cloud removal result indirectly affected those of S2, S2 was still the most effective step among the cloud removal processes, achieving 75.82% cloud removals. After the complete cloud removal process, the lowest $\overline{C}(t)$ was 2.95% in 2020, 8% lower in most years, thereby achieving a better filling cloud-covered pixels' effect (Table 1). At the same time, this process filled in the actual pixels in the dataset with quality limitations, which vastly increased the accuracy of the extracted ice phenology data.
Figure 6. Cloud removal results for Wuliangsu Lake in 2017. (a) Original Aqua MODIS; (b) after S1 calculation; (c) after S2 calculation; (d) after S3 calculation. (\(C_t\), \(W_t\), and \(I_t\)) denote cloud, water, and ice coverage, respectively; \(\overline{C_t}\) denotes the mean cloud coverage. The underlined box marks high \(C_t\).

Table 1. Comparison of cloud cover with and without cloud removal for Wuliangsu Lake from 2013 to 2022.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Terra</td>
<td>38.67%</td>
<td>42.30% (2015)</td>
<td>31.54% (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Aqua</td>
<td>47.71%</td>
<td>52.20% (2013)</td>
<td>38.72% (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>28.83%</td>
<td>33.06% (2016)</td>
<td>22.99% (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>6.97%</td>
<td>9.52% (2018)</td>
<td>3.19% (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>6.42%</td>
<td>8.93% (2018)</td>
<td>2.95% (2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Air Temperature Correction

The cloud/water/ice coverage variations were obtained after filling the cloud-covered pixels. Although it is possible to clearly distinguish the ice phenology characteristics of Wuliangsu Lake in the last 10 years based on visual interpretation, unfilled cloud pixels and mixed pixels for the ice-covered period may lead to erroneous dates for the automatic extraction using Equation (8). Hence, an air temperature correction becomes necessary.

Taking 2017 as an example, Figure 7 compares cloud/water/ice coverage with and without temperature correction. Equation (8) automatically discriminated when \(T_t < 0 \, ^\circ\text{C}\) for the first time on 28 October 2016. As \(T_t\) stabilized below 0 °C, \(W_t < 0.8\) for the first time on 20 November 2016 and was, hence, extracted as the FUS date. When \(T_t\) decreased rapidly and \(W_t\) fell below 0.2 for the first time on 22 November 2016, the FUE date was extracted accordingly. Since \(W_{32/4} = 21.26\%\) on 4 December 2016, it was automatically extracted as the BUS date (Equation (7)). Then, 30 March 2017 was the BUE date when \(W_t\) was later higher than 0.8.
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Wuliangsu Lake in the MOD09GQ and MYD09GQ datasets without temperature correction. (The two green lines indicate the two thresholds for extracting ice phenology dates, and the four arrows from left to right indicate freeze-up start (FUS), freeze-up end (FUE), break-up start (BUS), and break-up end (BUE), respectively).

Among them, \( W(t) \) was high on 2016/12/4 due to the cloud shadow in the part of Wuliangsu Lake in the MOD09GQ and MYD09GQ datasets (Figure 7a). It resulted in a lower reflectance than normal in that region, automatically classified as water pixels through the threshold. It further caused a wrong ice phenology date using Equation (8). After air temperature correction for \( I(t) \) from November to March (Figure 7c), the \( C(t) \) decreased from 4.39% to 2.96% in 2017. During the ice-covered period, the \( C(t) \) was approximately 0, and the sum of water-to-ice coverage was approximately 1. Thus, 18 March 2017 can be extracted accurately as the BUS dates. It proved the capability of air temperature correction, and selecting a stable \( T_{(t,30m)} \) as the dynamic air temperature correction can effectively reduce the influence of cloud shadow and mixed pixels. This case would further improve the accuracy of Equation (8) for the automatic extraction of ice phenology dates.

4.4. Lake Wetland Ice Phenology
4.4.1. Ice Phenology

The ice phenology characteristics of Wuliangsu Lake during the study period are summarized in Table 2. On average, the Wuliangsu Lake started to freeze on 17 November, with the earliest FUS date being 9 November (2013, 2015) and the latest on 24 November (2014). The mean FUE date was 25 November, and the earliest FUE date was 16 November (2013), 15 days away from the latest FUE date. Wuliangsu Lake is shallow, generally having a short FUD (mean FUD = 7.1 days). The shortest FUD was two days, which occurred in 2017 (Figure 7). In addition, Wuliangsu Lake usually started melting on 25 March, with the earliest BUS appearing on 10 March (2013, 2021) and the latest on 25 March (2015). The CFD range and mean were 105–118 and 111.8 days, respectively. The average BUE date was 30 March, with the earliest and latest on 19 March (2021) and 30 March (2015, 2017),
respectively. They resulted in a mean ICD of 126.5 days, while the longest ICD was 139 days in 2016.

Table 2. Ice phenology of Wuliangsu Lake between 2013 and 2022. (Date is expressed in mm/dd).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>FUS</th>
<th>FUE</th>
<th>BUS</th>
<th>BUE</th>
<th>FUD</th>
<th>BUD</th>
<th>CFD</th>
<th>ICD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>11/9</td>
<td>11/16</td>
<td>3/10</td>
<td>3/21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>11/24</td>
<td>12/1</td>
<td>3/25</td>
<td>3/30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>11/20</td>
<td>11/22</td>
<td>3/18</td>
<td>3/30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>11/19</td>
<td>11/24</td>
<td>3/18</td>
<td>3/22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>11/17</td>
<td>11/25</td>
<td>3/17</td>
<td>3/25</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>111.8</td>
<td>126.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>11/24</td>
<td>12/1</td>
<td>3/25</td>
<td>3/30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>11/9</td>
<td>11/16</td>
<td>3/10</td>
<td>3/19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.2. Verification of Ice Phenology Data

Field observations were conducted over four years (2016–2018, 2022) in Wuliangsu Lake, and the FUS, BUS, and BUE dates were recorded. Figure 8 depicts the comparisons between remote sensing results and field observation data. The $R = 0.99$, $MAE = 2.10$ days, and the root mean square error ($RMSE$) = 2.85 days. The agreement in Figure 8 argued for the feasibility of this study’s algorithm. Compared with the results of Zhang et al. [12], the current study recorded a small error in the ice phenology of Wuliangsu Lake. This achievement is the main benefit of enhancing the accuracy of extracting lake boundaries and filling cloud-covered pixels, thus obtaining more accurate lake surface cover types.

Figure 8. Comparisons of ice phenology dates for Wuliangsu Lake derived from filed observation and MODIS products (DOY means the day of the year relative to 1 August, $R$ is the correlation coefficient, $MAE$ is the mean absolute error, and $RMSE$ is the root mean square error).
5. Discussion

5.1. Error Analysis

5.1.1. Satellite Products

Step 4 in Figure 3 can obtain classification thresholds that are more suitable for the conditions of the water bodies in Wuliangsu Lake, but the error still existed after the optimal threshold $\alpha = 0.13$ was selected (Figure 5). The reason is related to the spatio-temporal resolution of the satellite products. For example, in Figure 9, the lake water and ice areas extracted from Landsat-8/Sentinel-2 products on 2 March 2021 were about 129.56 and 125.58 km$^2$ based on the NDWI and NDSI formulas, respectively. It means the water area on 2 March 2021 was about 3.98 km$^2$. However, the water area extracted from the MODIS product was about 6.06 km$^2$ based on the threshold method, while the error in water coverage calculation was about 1.61%. This difference is mainly due to the complex shoreline shape of Wuliangsu Lake, and the inevitably adulterated mixed pixels with the 250 m spatial resolution in the MOD09GQ and MYD09GQ datasets (Figure 9c), despite the lake water boundary obtained using the NDWI formula. The same threshold classification and cloud removal process was conducted for the red band of the MOD09GA and MYD09GA datasets (Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3). Due to its 500 m spatial resolution, fewer pure pixels at the reed/ice boundary and more mixed water/ice pixels at the water/ice boundary resulted in more pixel misclassifications than the MOD09GQ and MYD09GQ datasets (Figure 9d). In addition, the opening/closing period of Wuliangsu Lake ice cover is usually less than 10 days, while the temporal resolution of Landsat-7 and Landsat-8 imageries is 16 days. Therefore, the open/close date cannot be captured annually, leading to a lack of optical imageries with higher spatial resolution, unconducive to comparing MODIS products. Although this paper combines Sentinel-2 imageries with a revisit period of 5 days, it still needs to consider the influence of clouds on the three optical satellite products. Thus, the quantity and quality of satellite images can cause errors in the statistical results after threshold classification.

Figure 9. Comparisons of the water area extracted by Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, and MODIS products (selected for 2 March 2021).

5.1.2. Observation Principle

The residual difference between field observations and MODIS data can be attributed to the observation principle. The angle of view limits field observations, relying more on the individual subjective discrimination of lake surface cover types. In contrast, satellite remote sensing can more comprehensively and objectively assess the whole lake. However, it is limited by clouds, thin ice, and mixed pixels. Meanwhile, filling the cloud-covered pixels by spatial and temporal characteristics of the MODIS products maximizes the error of two days on the extracted ice phenology dates. This phenomenon occurs because pixel filling requires two days of previous and subsequent classification results (Equation (6)). In addition, the thresholds of $W_d(t)$ for judging the ice phenology dates were 0.2 and 0.8, instead
5.2. Trends of Ice Phenology

Figure 10 illustrates the linear trends of the ice phenology characteristics of Wuliangsu Lake. The FUS and the FUE dates show a delay trend (Figure 10a), with respective mean rates of 0.27 and 0.24 d/y. The BUS date is advanced by 0.26 d/y (Figure 10b), and the BUE date evinces a more obvious advancing trend with a 0.44 d/y rate. The CFD has a significant shortening trend (Figure 10c), with a mean rate of 0.50 d/y, which corresponds to the delay in the FUE date and the advance of the BUS date. The most dramatic variation in ice phenology is the ICD (Figure 10c), decreasing at −0.71 d/y. The FUD and BUD trends are unclear (Figure 10d), with −0.03 and −0.18 d/y mean rates, respectively. However, the FUD fluctuation is high, which is associated with climate change and the peculiarity of Wuliangsu Lake. For example, the FUS date was determined on 20 November when the \( T_{(i)} \) was negative for two consecutive days in 2017, and the FUD was only two days (Figure 10c). The reason for this situation is that, on the one hand, the shallow water body of Wuliangsu Lake has a small heat capacity. Therefore, the rapid air temperature fluctuation will significantly impact the water body (Figure 7b). On the other hand, although the daily mean air temperature has just reduced to 0 °C, the minimum air temperature has dropped to a level relatively lower than the freezing point because of the large temperature difference between day and night (mean = 12.4 °C). It benefits the “night freezing-day thawing” cycle on the lake surface, and a stable ice cover forms only when the water column is well-mixed.

**Figure 10.** The ice phenology characteristics and their trends for Wuliangsu Lake from 2013 to 2022. (a) Freeze-up dates and their trends. (b) Break-up dates and their trends. (c) Complete freezing duration and ice cover duration and their trends. (d) Freeze-up and break-up durations and their trends. (Date is based on the annual cumulative day method, for example, 14 November 2021 is the 106th day of 2022).
6. Conclusions

Ice phenology in the shallow Wuliangsu Lake, with a significant portion of wetland in the northwest China arid area, was investigated using optical satellite data with high spatial and temporal resolution. A new method was developed and proved to effectively remove the influence of aquatic plants and clouds from the investigation domain.

Landsat-7, Landsat-8, and Sentinel-2 imageries were first employed to extract the lake water boundary according to the NDWI formula and visual judgement. Moreover, based on the dynamic threshold and single-band threshold methods, an optimal threshold of $a = 0.13$ was determined for distinguishing water/ice pixels within the lake water boundary using the MODIS reflectivity products. Then, the time series of water/ice coverage was obtained. The series compared well with the results of Landsat-7, Landsat-8, and Sentinel-2 imageries during the opening/closing period of ice cover, with the $MAE$ of $5.87\%$. In addition, the cloud-covered pixels in optical satellite imageries were removed using the state_1km_1 parameter of MODIS products, which filled $85.14\%$ of the cloud-covered pixels and reduced the mean cloud coverage to less than $8\%$ in most years. Finally, the influence of the remaining cloud and mixed pixels was further reduced by the air temperature correction, thus improving the accuracy of the ice phenology date.

According to these processes, we extracted the ice phenology characteristics of Wuliangsu Lake between 2013 and 2022, which correlated well with the field observations, with $R = 0.99$ and $MAE = 2.10$ days for the FUS, BUS, and BUE dates. We observed that Wuliangsu Lake usually starts to freeze from mid to late November every year, lasting until late March. The overall trend of FUS and FUE dates in the Wuliangsu Lake was delayed, with a mean rate of $-0.27$ and $-0.24$ d/y, respectively, and the BUS and BUE dates were advanced, with $0.26$ and $0.44$ d/y mean rates, respectively. Among the ice phenology characteristics, the most significant trend was the ICD, meaning $126.5$ days and decreases by a mean rate of $-0.71$ d/y. Overall, the FUD and BUD trends are not clear; they exhibit a mean duration of $7.1$ and $7.6$ days, respectively, which are smaller than those found in most lakes on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau [8]. This difference could be attributed to the peculiar shallowness of Wuliangsu Lake, which has a small heat capacity of the water body itself and requires less heat for freezing and melting, so the duration is shorter.

The present method has some advantages over previous studies. First, it can effectively remove the influence of aquatic plants in the lake wetland on the water/ice pixels’ discrimination and accurately identify the lake water boundary rather than the outer lake boundary. Secondly, it can reduce the influence of clouds on optical satellite imageries, satisfying the need for the automatic extraction of lake wetland ice phenology. However, the effect of mixed pixels, thin ice, and partially unremoved cloud pixels on pixel type discrimination could not be completely avoided. Although, the reflectance MODIS product with the highest spatial resolution reflectance dataset of the MODIS product was chosen to distinguish between water and ice. This issue is expected to be further analyzed as technology improves and field observations increase. Nevertheless, based on the technical basis of this study, it is possible to perform calculations on longer time scales in the future with acceptable accuracy, and then explore the relationship between wetland lake ice phenology and climate change.
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